I vehemently oppose the proposed HB 5040 35% Tax on ammunition sales. This is an egregious attack on the law abiding citizens of the state of CT. and it unfairly discriminates against low income people. It will absolutely have zero impact on gun violence or education programs aimed at gun violence. We already receive $25 million dollars from the federal government for exactly this same thing where is that money being spent? This proposal doesn’t pass the smell test and we the people can see it quite clearly. The democrats in this state have been on a continual reign of terror against the good people of this once great state and frankly it needs to stop once and for all! Elections have big consequences and you had better realize that real soon because there is a serious awakening among the voters in CT. and I assure you we will have a say in November about all of these unconstitutional laws that you have been ramming down our throats now for years. You have pushed people to the breaking point and they are furious with the lack of leadership and fiscal irresponsibility that is so pervasive in Hartford. Let this be a warning to all incumbents that if you continue to support these anti-constitutional proposals you will be voted out come November!
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